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ABSTRACT
Future Software Defined Radios (SDR) offer the opportunity to in-
stall new waveform applications over-the-air. The key question
arising with this loadability feature is whether the given SDR plat-
form is able to satisfy the computational complexity demands asso-
ciated with the new waveform application or not.

In our contribution, we propose a method which allows to pre-
dict the feasibility of the implementation/mapping of the waveform
on the given SDR platform. The method is based on a mathematical
analysis for the temporal and spatial mapping process. Thismap-
ping process is part of the concept proposed in [1] for a seamless
design environment for SDRs starting at a waveform description
and going down to the implementation onto an SDR hardware plat-
form.

1. INTRODUCTION

Software Defined Radios(SDR) are expected to significantly
improve future tactical mobile communications. While us-
ing the SDR technology, substantial parts of the waveform
signal processing will be realized by software programs
rather than by hard-wired application specific integrated cir-
cuits as they are common in todays single application ra-
dio equipment. Besides the simultaneous operation of multi-
ple waveform applications in different frequency bands SDR
shall also offer the capability to deal with multiple modes
(e.g. low rate voice or high rate data services) as well as mul-
tiple roles (e.g. end-user terminal or router in a network).In
addition, SDRs are intended to be able to load respectively
install new waveform applications over-the-air.

The prerequisites to realize all these features have been
set within the JTRS program (Joint Tactical Radio System) of
the USDepartment of Defensewhere theSoftware Commu-
nications Architecture(SCA) has been defined [2]. The SCA
is an open, distributed, object-oriented architecture which
achieves a separation of the waveform application from the
underlying hardware platform. For the smooth coopera-
tion of both parts a set of interfaces has been defined. It
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is assumed that the SCA will set the baseline agreement
to achieve interoperability in joint/combined coalition mis-
sions.

However, especially the loadability and portability issues
raise a couple of problems which are not addressed by the
SCA so far and which need to be solved by the waveform de-
velopers and system designers. For instance, the SCA does
not tell the waveform developers how to describe a wave-
form in a unique and non-ambiguous way such that it can be
ported onto an arbitrary hardware platform. It has also not
been specified how to generate software (SW) and hardware
(HW) codes which are applicable to a specific given SDR
platform. Moreover, the separation of the waveform appli-
cation from the underlying hardware platform, which is the-
oretically achieved by the SCA, can usually not be realized
in practice because the computationally complex signal pro-
cessing of the physical layer requires an optimized mapping
of waveform application tasks onto the processing elements.

In order to solve these problems a concept for a seamless
design flow starting from a universal and non-ambiguous
Waveform Description Language(WDL) [3–6] down to the
(semi)-automatic SCA-compliant SW/HW code generation
for implementation on an arbitrary SDR platform has been
proposed in [1]. This concept includes the mapping process
as well in terms of antemporal and spatial mappingof wave-
form application tasks onto processing elements.

In Section 2 we will briefly review the main aspects of
this concept with the main focus on thetemporalandspatial
mapping. An analysis of this mapping follows in Section 3 to
predict at early design stage, whether the implementation of
the waveform application on a given SDR platform is likely
to be feasible or not. In Section 4 we will give conclude our
analysis and give an outlook for future investigations.

2. CONCEPT FOR SEAMLESS WAVEFORM
DEVELOPMENT

In [1] a concept for a seamless design environment for SDRs
has been proposed starting at a waveform description and
going down to the implementation on a SDR hardware plat-
form. In contrast to formerly known approaches toWave-



form Development Environments(WDE), as they were pre-
sented e.g. in [3–6], it is neither limited to a single aspect
of the overall design environment (e.g., the non-ambiguous
waveform description itself) nor to a specific tool (like Mat-
lab/Simulink for the (semi)-automatic code generation).

The concept of [1] is based on four key elements as illus-
trated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: From application description to implementation

2.1. Description of Waveform Application

First of all, a universal and non-ambiguous description of
waveform applications is needed which is typically given in
textual form as a written document (e.g. STANAG, MIL-
STD). For an intuitive and efficient description of arbitrary
waveforms the concept in [1] is based on general program-
ming language structures like procedures and sequences as in
C/C++. The waveform application is decomposed intotasks
(blocks/nodes) representing the sub-functionality of a wave-
form application. Theedgesbetween thetaskscharacterize
the data exchange (data types). Atopology graphsummer-
izes the order of sub-function execution and combines them
to a complete waveform application (see Figure 2).

2.2. Description of SDR Hardware Platform

A second key aspect besides the waveform description is the
high-level description of an arbitrary SDR hardware plat-
form. This description classifies the elements of an SDR
hardware platform into three groups: theprocessing ele-
ments(PE), thecommunication architectures(CA), and the
memories(MEM).

The class ofprocessing elements(PE) comprises all el-
ements used for executing functionality on the underlying
platform. This class can be subdivided intoprogrammable,
reconfigurableand configurableelements. Typical exam-
ples forprogrammableelements areGeneral Purpose Pro-
cessors(GPP) or Digital Signal Processors(DSP). Re-
configurableelements likeField Programmable Gate Ar-
rays (FPGA) usually offer a higher flexibility, but a lower

performance thanconfigurableelements like high efficient
Application Specific Integrated Circuits(ASIC).

Communication architectures(CA) describe the data
exchange capabilities of the processing elements. They
are mainly described by theirtype (e.g. wires, point-
to-point, network-on-chip) and their connectinginterfaces,
over which theprocessing elementsandmemoriescan ex-
change data.

Finally, memoriessummarize the storage elements.

2.3. Mapping

The third key aspect is the mapping of a waveform applica-
tion, comprising one or multiple modes, onto an arbitrary
platform. This mapping is in the focus of the present paper
and will be analyzed in detail in Section 3. Similar to
our approach for Software Defined Radios the mapping
problem has been analyzed by Aggarwal et al. [11] for
multi-processor systems: The mapping has to considertem-
poral andspatial resource allocations.Temporal mapping
has to be understood in this context as the temporal execu-
tion of different functionalities (tasks) on oneprocessing
elementwhereasspatial mappingcomprises the mapping of
functionalities (tasks) onto the differentprocessing elements
in the system.

Temporal Mapping – m:1m:1m:1 Mapping
The temporal mappingis referred to asm:1 mappingasm

tasks should be executed concurrently on one single PE.
Such a mapping requires a sophisticated scheduling of the
functional execution. Typical software solutions can be
found in terms of (real-time) operating systems(RTOS).
Hardware solutions are typically implemented in terms of
controllers.

Spatial Mapping – 1:n1:n1:n Mapping
Thespatial mappingwill also be referred to as1:n mapping
as one task is mapped onn different processing elements.
Thus, aspatialmapping usually leads to a parallel execution
of functionality. In this case a spatial scheduler, typically
implemented in the previous adjacent node (task), becomes
necessary. Well known examples are theround robin, last
recently used, andmost recently usedalgorithms.

Temporal and Spatial Mapping –m:nm:nm:n Mapping
This is the most complex kind of mapping.m tasks are
mapped onton processing elements. In some cases, the
m:n mapping can be reduced to a selection ofm:1 or 1:n

Figure 2: Exemplary Decomposition of a Waveform Application



mappings as they have been described before. In other
cases, it requires both types of schedulers at the same time,
the temporal and the spatial one.

2.4. Code Generation

The mapping together with the abstract platform model is
the basis of the fourth key aspect, the (semi)-automatic gen-
eration of (SCA-compliant) SW/HW codes from the SDR
application.

2.5. Final Remarks

Additional details about all four key aspect can be found
in [1]. In the remainder we will focus on thetemporaland
spatial mappingin order to analyze whether the implemen-
tation of a new waveform application on a given SDR hard-
ware platform is feasible or not.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE MAPPING PROCESS

Mapping of applications onto a parallel platform is a huge
and complex problem since a suitable mapping between an
arbitrarily structured application, the limited computational
resources and the intercommunication structures has to be
found. This results is an NP-complete problem [9] [10].

The mapping process can be split into three steps. First,
the application has to be partitioned into a set of tasks. The
resulting task granularity of this partitioning has big influ-
ence on the later steps and needs to be done carefully. The
second step is the assignment of tasks to processing elements
together with the consideration of the communication struc-
tures in the application and the underlying hardware. The
third step of the mapping is the implementation, since sched-
ulers for processing elements and communication structures
need to be instantiated.

Depending on the point of view the mapping problem
can be seen as an allocation problem (seen from the re-
sources) or as an scheduling problem (seen from the con-
sumer) [12], whereas the mapping problem comprises both
viewpoints.

The decisions taken during the mapping steps influence
heavily the characteristics of the system implementation,
because conflicting requirements have to be taken into ac-
count. Unfortunately, there is no single cost function de-
finable which can be optimized. Instead, the designer of an
SDR system has to make the trade-off decisions himself with
the help of analysis results. Typical examples for such trade-
off decisions are e.g. the conflict between minimum inter-
processor communication and load balancing by distributed
computation, the problem of finding a maximum parallelism
with constraints by data dependencies and silicon area or the
conflict between efficient hardware utilization and future ex-
tensibility.

Figure 3: Flow of the Analysis Methodology

No matter how the parameters are weighted, making de-
cisions on basis of simulation results is too slow and too late
for an SDR design flow. Nevertheless, it is crucial to find a
good mapping at an early design stage. Therefore, the de-
signer needs an analysis framework and/or workbench that
supports him in his decision to find a suitable mapping.

In this paper we propose an analysis method for such a
mapping, as depicted in Figure 3. We assume that in prin-
ciple developers have a given, but arbitrary SDR HW plat-
form on the one hand and a certain waveform on the other
hand, typically given by a specification document. As pro-
posed in [1], from these two specifications first a description
of the application as well as a description of the underly-
ing SDR HW platform can be derived, containing the nec-
cessary requirements and constraints. Both descriptions are
completely independent from each other, because the orthog-
onalization of software and hardware platform is one of the
essentials of SDR - but also one of its biggest challenges.
This orthogonal description, particularly that of the software
part on a task level, is a key issue in the application partition-
ing step.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a qual-
itative analysis of the assignment step. This analysis gives
developers hints to improve their assignment as described in
Section 3.2. The result of the analysis gives a qualitative
measurement if the assignment is likely to be feasible or not.
If not, developers have to adjust the partitioning and the as-
signment in order to re-evaluate their new design decisions.
Finally, suitable mappings can be extracted out of the itera-
tive design flow.



In the next subsection we first identify the required in-
formation/parameters for analyzing the assignment and later
on we will introduce possible analysis methods on basis of
these parameters to give hints to the developer for his design
decisions.

3.1. Analysis of the required information

This section deals with the information which is needed to
determine the feasibility of the mapping. We have studied
which information about the waveform application and the
SDR hardware platform is needed to make a mapping de-
cision. The information about the selected application and
the hardware platform must subsequently be extracted from
their respective specification sheets.

3.1.1. Application tasks

The information about the SDR application which is needed
to make a mapping decision is discussed in this section. The
important elements are identified and a short description is
given for each element. It should be noted that the given list
is not exhaustive, but extensions can be easily applied.

• Task Graph:
As mentioned in [1], an application can be represented
using a topology graph. Here the edges, connecting
the nodes/tasks, represent a dataflow from one task to
another. In total the complete graph holds all informa-
tions about the dataflow as well as the data and control
dependency.

• Computational complexity of the Functionality:
It is important to know the complexity of the task to
compute the required computation time. It requires
detailed understanding of the task functionality and
can help in making two main decisions. First, it can
help in determining if a particular PE is suitable to pro-
cess this task. Second, the degree of utilization of the
PE can be computed.

• Data processing and memory complexity:
Data can be processed by the task in a stream or by
blocks. From this information, one can roughly deter-
mine the amount of memory necessary for the task.

• Input and Output Data Rate:
Typically a task receives input data, processes this data
and sends output data to the next task within the ap-
plications task graph. This information is indispens-
able when computing the scheduling and evaluating
the tasks data dependencies.

• Description of the functional type :
The information about the type of a tasks functionality

is essential for optimal mapping decisions. For exam-
ple, a task which does FFT transformations should be
mapped to a hardwired FFT block or an ASIP, which is
optimized for FFT operations, rather than onto a GPP.
In the end a metric is desired, that characterizes the
level of matching between the mapped task and the
underlying processing element. We will consider this
complex issue in future research.

• Common scale basis:
For all further analysis and comparisons a common ba-
sis is mandatory. The common scale basis in commu-
nication systems is asample, which might correspond
to achip in a CDMA based systems. However, since
communication systems have various rates of differ-
ent types of symbols or samples, this common basis
can only beoneof these symbols or samples. A good
choice would be e.g. a sample or symbol on the physi-
cal media. Since the input and output rates of all tasks
should be known, every execution and latency time
can then be normalized to that sample.

3.1.2. SDR HW platform

Details about the hardware platform where the application
will be run is another essential information which is needed
for making a mapping decision. Hardware platform infor-
mation will consist of details about the PEs, the CAs which
connect the PEs and other resources like memories.

• Processing Elements (PEs):

– Instruction Set and/or execution properties:
More details about the PE is necessary to know
the functionalities which can be executed effi-
ciently on the PE. For programmable devices,
e.g. GPPs or DSPs, the Instruction Set (IS)
of a processor gives the required information,
whereas for configurable hardwired blocks the
execution properties hold this information. On
basis of these information the tasks execution
time can be evaluated.

– Computational performance:
The processing power of the PE on which a task
is processed is an essential information which
needs to be known from the hardware platform.
Typically this is measured in MIPS or MOPS and
can be used to evaluate the tasks execution times.

– Operation vs. Instruction:
For processing elements, a common granular-
ity is an operation. Since the granularity of in-
structions might differ quite a lot between GPPs,
DSPs and ASIPs, this should be normalized to
the preferred application if applicable. This,



however would give bad estimation results in
case of an application mismatch, therefore it is
highly necessary to introduce some matching
measurement for pairs of processing elements
and tasks as described in 3.1.1.

• Communication Architectures (CA):

– Latency and Throughput:
Latency and throughput characterize the capabil-
ity of the CA for transferring data. For rather
simple communication architectures, like reg-
isters and FIFO buffers these might be com-
puted from the bit-width and the clock period.
For more complex architectures, like buses and
Networks-on-Chips (NoCs), additional effects
have to be taken into account, like e.g. burst
communication and contention.

– Interface description:
Support for utilizing the CA has to be provided
to efficiently use the CA otherwise use will be
limited or even not possible. I.e. for the SW im-
plementations of tasks the compiler or assembler
programmer has to know the instructions to ac-
cess such a CA.

– Transfer vs. Transaction:
For communication architectures, a common
granularity is atransactionwhereas we name the
granularity of a communication schemetrans-
fer. A transfer can consist of multiple transac-
tions and both transactions and transfers transmit
an arbitrary number of samples. E.g. a simple
data transfer of a shared memory communication
scheme already results in at least two transac-
tions on the communication architecture. First,
the sending task stores the data in the shared
memory connected to the communication archi-
tecture. Second, the receiving task can read the
stored date from the shared memory.

• Memories (Mem):
Memories are key elements for the communication be-
tween processing elements. For the purpose of our
early analysis we summarize the effects due to memo-
ries within the communication scheme part in the fol-
lowing Subsection 3.1.3.

3.1.3. Mapping

The mapping of each subtask of the given waveform applica-
tion onto a processing element within the SDR HW platform
is one of the most effecting aspects for performance of the
complete application execution. The mapping can be sum-
marized by the following:

• Task assignment:
Determines the processing element where each task of
the given waveform application is being executed on
the underlying SDR HW platform. This information
is key for further analysis to find suitable mappings.

• Communication schemes:
Communication between tasks in terms of data flow
and data amount is inherently given by the applica-
tion task graph. We define a data communication han-
dled by a certain communication scheme as atrans-
fer. It should be noted that a transfer might require
several transactions over the communication archi-
tecture. As communication schemes can differ es-
sentially from simple communication via variables to
complex CORBA ORB schemes, sound knowledge of
the utilized schemes is necessary while implementing
the application on a certain platform. Typical commu-
nication schemes are:

– communication via variables (in software)

– synchronized communication via variables (syn-
chronization might be achieved by flags)

– FIFO communication

– Multi-Processor Communication Interfaces
(MPCI), e.g. like the MPCI of the RTEMS
Real-Time Operating System [7]

– CORBA ORB/ORB express communication [8]

Note that a communication schemes further defines an
edge elementas defined in [1]. Here the edge element de-
notes a communication channel between two tasks, whereas
the communication scheme describes the transfer more in
detail.

With the parameters introduced in this section we will
analyze different basic element assignment aspects in the
next section of this paper.

3.2. Analysis of the Assignment

The goal of this analysis step is to make predictions about the
properties of the later implementation of the SDR system.
These properties are mainly performance oriented and give
a measure for the mapping quality and the options that are
available for later implementation, e.g. to make the trade-off
between high-speed communication and a portable modular
design. Some of the most important properties the analysis
should consider are:

• Throughput

• Latency

• Degree of Utilization of Processing Elements and
Communication Architecture



• Overhead caused by required scheduling, bus con-
tentions, etc.

Before starting with the analysis, we have to define the
various variables in terms of processing time (which mainly
determines throughput) and latency. These variables depend
on several objects, namely the tasks (e.g.Ta, Tb, ...), the
processing elements (e.g.PEm, PEn, ...), the communi-
cation schemes (e.g.CSi) and the communication architec-
tures (e.g. CAj). In order to analyze the communication
part properly, we have to become aware about the different
parts of the communication implementation: There are soft-
ware parts implementing the sending and receiving interface
between the communication architecture and the respective
processing element and of course the part taking into account
the activities on the communication architecture and its de-
gree of utilization as visualized in Figure 4. This principle is
known from system level design as orthogonalization of con-
cerns [13]. This figure only shows a peer-to-peer connection.
However, this modeling principle can easily be used for e.g.
broadcasting or other communication structures as well.
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Figure 4: Modeling the Mapping of Tasks and Communication

At this point we have to define certain assumptions that
are vital for the following analysis steps. The most impor-
tant assumption isdeterminismsince at this point, it does not
make sense to dive into statistical analysis before having de-
fined a clear modeling of the parameters that have to be ana-
lyzed. Furthermore, determinism is not sufficient for such an
analysis since pseudo-random functions are also determinis-
tic. Therefore we need to introducetime/data-invariance-
at least when a worst-case perspective is used. This is the
usual case for SDR applications since most scheduling will
be implemented as fixed periodic scheduling.

For the following analysis and definitions we utilize the
already proposed definitions ofsample, transaction, transfer
andoperationas given in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.

3.2.1. Throughput Definitions

We will first define the variables for throughput measure-
ments:

• Samples per TaskTa:
S(Ta). Since some tasks work on blocks of samples,
here we define the block size.

• Operations per taskTa:
OPproc(Ta). The computational complexity of a task
given as number of basic operations like add, mul, etc.
or application specific instructions.

• MOPS ofPEm:
MOPS(PEm). The number of operations per second
a processing element can execute.

• Operations per send-data transfer ofCSi:
OPsend(CSi): The computational complexity of the
implementation of one transfer for the sending func-
tionality of the communication schemeCSi in number
of operations. This does not include the operations for
executing a send-data transaction on aCAj .

• Operations per send-data transaction ofCAj :
OPsend(CAj): The computational complexity of the
implementation of one transaction for the sending
functionality of the communication architectureCAj

in number of operations.

• Operations per receive-data transfer ofCSi:
OPrecv(CSi): The computational complexity of the
implementation of one transfer for the receiving func-
tionality of the communication schemeCSi in number
of operations. This does not include the operations for
executing a receive-data transaction on aCAj .

• Operations per receive-data transaction ofCAj :
OPrecv(CAj): The computational complexity of the
implementation of one transaction for the receiving
functionality of the communication architectureCAj

in number of operations.

• Samples transmitted per transfer ofCSi:
S(CSi): Since communication schemes often imple-
ment burst-wise transmissions, we have to specify
how many samples will be transmitted per transfer.

• Transactions,CSi requires per transfer:
TR(CSi): The number of transactions that are re-
quired by a communication schemeCSi.

• Transactions per second ofCAj :
TRPS(CAj): The throughput of a communication
architecture in terms of transactions per second.

The definitions given above are independent variables,
given by either the application description in the task graph
or the hardware description. With the mapping, it is now
possible to derive the basic operation times from these vari-
ables, normalized for a sample. Later on, we will use these
derived variables for the throughput computation.

• tproc(Ta, PEm): The time, a taskTa requires to pro-
duce a sample on a processing elementPEm. With
the given mapping, it can be computed by



OPproc(Ta)
MOPS(PEm)·S(Ta) .

• tsend(CSi, PEm, CAj): The time, a communication
schemeCSi requires tosenda sample on processing
elementPEm over the communication architecture
CAj . This time comprises the operations to handle
the communication part ofCSi independent ofCAj

as well as the part contributed by the implementa-
tion of the interface to the communication architecture
CAj which is determined by the operations per trans-
action times the number of transactions required for
one transfer ofCSi. With the given mapping, it can
be computed by

OPsend(CSi)+TRsend(CSi)·OPsend(CAj)
MOPS(PEm)·S(CSi)

.

• trecv(CSi, PEn, CAj): The time, a communication
schemeCSi requires toreceivea sample on process-
ing elementPEn over the communication architec-
ture CAj . Similar to tsend this time comprises con-
tributions from the interface implementation ofCAj

and the communication scheme implementationCSi.
With the given mapping, it can be computed by

OPrecv(CSi)+TRrecv(CSi)·OPrecv(CAj)
MOPS(PEn)·S(CSi)

.

• tcomm(CSi, CAj): The time, a communication
schemeCSi requires to transfer a sample over the
communication architectureCAj . With the given
mapping, it can be computed by

TR(CSi)
TRPS(CAj)·S(CSi)

.

3.2.2. Latency Definitions

For the performance characteristics of an SDR system, not
only the throughput must be considered, but also the latency.
Therefore, it is necessary to make the above considerations
also for the various latencies. For that purpose we define the
following mapping of independent variables:

• OPlat(Ta): The latency in operations, a taskTa intro-
duces.

• OPlat,send(CSi): The latency in operations, the send-
ing part of a communication schemeCSi introduces
on the sending processing elementPEm.

• OPlat,recv(CSi): The latency in operations, the re-
ceiving part of a communication schemeCSi intro-
duces on the receiving processing elementPEn.

• OPlat,send(CAj): The latency in operations, the
sending part of a communication architectureCAj in-
troduces on the sending processing elementPEn (e.g.
for the overhead for initiating a transaction).

• OPlat,recv(CAj): The latency in operations, the re-
ceiving part of a communication architectureCAj in-
troduces on the receiving processing elementPEn

(e.g. for the overhead for initiating a transaction).

• TRlat(CSi): The latency in transactions, a commu-
nication scheme introduces on the communication ar-
chitectureCAj .

With these additional modeling variables, the dependent
variables describing the latency contributions of a mapping
can be derived:

• tlat,proc(Ta, PEm): The processing latency of task
Ta. With the given mapping, it can be computed from
mapping independent variables by

OPlat(Ta)
MOPS(PEm) .

• tlat,send(CSi, PEm, CAj): The processing latency
of communication schemeCSi on PEm for sending
data. With the given mapping, it can be computed
from mapping independent variables by

OPlat,send(CSi)+OPlat,send(CAj)
MOPS(PEm) .

• tlat,recv(CSi, PEn, CAj): The processing latency of
communication schemeCSi on PEn for receiving
data. With the given mapping, it can be computed
from mapping independent variables by

OPlat,recv(CSi)+OPlat,recv(CAj)
MOPS(PEn) .

• tlat,comm(CSi, CAj): The latency of communication
schemeCSi on CAj for transferring data. With the
given mapping, it can be computed from mapping in-
dependent variables by

TRlat(CSi)
TRPS(CAj)

.

3.2.3. Analysis for Tasks and Communication Schemes

In order to be able to determine the throughput and latency of
a processing element or a communication architecture, it has
to be taken into account, that several processing contribu-
tions share the same resource, e.g.PEm. Furthermore, it is
possible, that some tasks have to be executed multiple times
for a sample or only once for several samples. Therefore, the
task graph needs to specify a relative execution countc(Ta)
which represents the execution times per sample. With that
help, it is possible to derive the throughput and the latencyof
a processing elementPEm. First, we have to get the maxi-
mum period timestmax(PEm) onPEm andtmax(CAj) on
CAj . With the overhead timestoverhead, e.g. for scheduling



or bus arbitration, these periods are given by the sums given
in equation (1) and (2). Please note that the indices with tilde
are the variable indices for sum iterations while the indices
without tilde are fixed within the sums. The variable indices
reflect the various tasks on a processing element and the con-
nected sending or receiving communication architectures.

tmax(PEm) =
∑

ã

c(Tã) · tproc(Tã, PEm) · S(Tã)

+
∑

(̃i,j̃)

c(CSĩ) · tsend(CSĩ, PEm, CAj̃) · S(CSĩ)

+
∑

(̃i,j̃)

c(CSĩ) · trecv(CSĩ, PEm, CAj̃) · S(CSĩ)

+ toverhead(PEm) (1)

tmax(CAj) =
∑

ĩ

c(CSĩ) · tcomm(CSĩ, CAj) · S(CSĩ)

+ toverhead(CAj) (2)

From these definitions, the throughputs and latencies for
tasks and communication schemes can be derived from the
mapping. The execution frequenciesf(Ta) andf(CSi) for a
taskTa onPEm and a communication schemeCSi onCAj

are given by:

f(Ta) =
c(Ta)

tmax(PEm)

f(CSi) =
c(CAj)

tmax(CAj)

Therefore, the throughput for a taskTa with the given
mapping and a communication schemeCSi respectively are:

TP (Ta) = S(Ta) · f(Ta)

TP (CSi) = S(CSi) · f(CSi)

The latency for tasks and communication schemes can-
not be calculated that easily, since the scheduling and the
data organization of the receiving, processing and sending
subtasks have a major influence on the latency. For exam-
ple, if the processing reverses a block (which is similar to
the operation of an interleaver), the latency is

Lreverse = tlat,recv + tlat,proc + tlat,send

since the maximum latency is the latency of the first received
sample that is send as last. If the sample order remains, the
latency depends on the maximum of receiving and sending
latencies, since iftlat,recv < tlat,send the latency is defined
by the last sample of a block whereas it is given by the first
sample in the opposite case.

Lin−order = max(tlat,recv, tlat,send) + tlat,proc

Therefore, for each taskTa an ordering function

O(Ta, tlat,recv(Ta), tlat,send(Ta))

must be defined that gives the latency for sending/receiving
depending of the data ordering of taskTa. An example
for such ordering functions are themax-function and the
addition above. Furthermore, we introduce a parameter
tlat,sched(Ta) which represents the latency added between
receiving, processing and sending steps by the specific fixed
scheduler given by the mapping. This parameter can easily
be derived from the scheduling. With that help, it is possible
to give the latency of a task for the given mapping:

L(Ta) = tlat,proc(Ta, PEm)

+ tlat,sched(Ta)

+ O(Ta, tlat,recv(Ta), tlat,send(Ta))

Unlike for tasks created by different subtasks for send-
ing, processing and receiving, the scheduling and ordering
problem does not exist for a communication scheme. There-
fore, the latency related to the communication architecture
CAj for a communication schemeCSi is simply given by
tlat,comm(CSi, CAj).

In the sections above, only the1:1, m:1 mappings have
been handled. If there is a1:n or m:n mapping, the anal-
ysis has simply to duplicate the taskTa by the number of
its mappings within the task graph, e.g.T

(1)
a , T

(2)
a , . . . T

(n)
a .

The processing times per sampletproc(Ta, PEm) remain
constant whereas the task size denoted by the block size
S(i)(Ta) = 1

n
S(Ta) is reduced by the factorn. Further-

more, the latency remains constant. This duplication is nec-
essary in order to be able to handle correctly them:n case
where different other tasks might be mapped on the respec-
tive processing elements. This duplication has also some ef-
fect on the communication scheme. The processing times
and latencies for the receiving part can simply be divided
by n. However, it is important to specify also the map-
ping of the communication, e.g. whether the communication
schemeCSi is also mapped onto multiple communication
architecturesCAj or if it uses common bus. In the first case,
the same principle of dividing times byn applies since the
task graph will have individual edgesCS

(1)
i . . . CS

(n)
i on

individual communication architectures. In the second case,
nothing changes on the communication side. For both cases,
an extra overhead timetoverhead(CSi) needs to be added for
the data splitting and routing to the duplicated units.

3.2.4. Analysis for the Task-Graph

In order to analyze the partitioning, it is necessary to have
a look at the primitives, an application graph is constructed
from. Basically, the task graph is a directed graph which may
contain cycles. Such a task graph can be decomposed into



smaller subgraphs consisting of primitive elements. These
primitive elements are:

• sequential sub-graphs

• parallel sub-graphs

• cyclic sub-graphs

The primitives are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. This
scheme can be applied hierarchically, therefore, the task in
the examples can also be sub-graphs.

With the considerations from the previous sections, the
analyses of these primitives are the following:

• Sequential sub-graphs: Though the data flow between

Ti Ti+n-1

CSj CSj+… CSj+n-1

…

Figure 5: Sequential Data Flow Primitive

the n elements is sequential, sequential execution is
limited to processing elements. Since this has already
been taken into account in the previous analysis, the
execution on the different tasks is done in parallel on
the different processing elements. The same applies
for the communication architectures. Therefore the
throughput and latency are given by

TP = min
0≤x<n

(TP (Ti+x), TP (CSj+x))

L =

n−1
∑

x=0

L(Ti+x) +

n−1
∑

x=0

L(CSj+x)

• Parallel sub-graphs: Tasks are running in parallel, the

Ti

Ti+n-1

CSj+n-1

CSj

CSk+n-1

CSk

…

Figure 6: Parallel Data Flow Primitive

communication scheme/architecture is shared. There-
fore the throughput and latency are given by:

TP =

n−1
∑

x=0

min





TP (Ti+x),
TP (CSj+x),
TP (CSk+x)





L = max
0≤x<n





L(Ti+x)
+L(CSj+x)
+L(CSk+x)





• Cyclic sub-graphs: Cyclic sub-graphs (Figure 7) can
be interpreted as special forms of parallel or sequen-
tial subgraphs. The interpretation depends on whether
the cycle needs to be executed several times for only
one block of samples (sequential interpretation) or if
the cycle is continuously running (parallel interpreta-
tion). The parallel interpretation can be analysed as
given above. The sequential interpretation requires
unrolling of the sub-graph loop. Therefore, the exe-
cution count of the loop for one complete pass needs
to be known which changes the functionc(Ti): It has
to be multiplied by the loop execution count.

Ti

Ti+1

CSj

CSj+1 CSk+1

CSk

Figure 7: Cyclic Data Flow Primitive

3.2.5. Utilization of Processing Elements and Commu-
nication Architectures

After this analysis for throughput and latencies within the
task graph, we can analyze the utilization of the hardware
side. This will give the designer valuable hints where to op-
timize his mapping decisions. The utilization for processing
elements and communication architectures can easily be de-
rived from the Equations (1) and (2) which give the real pro-
cessing time for one period on the respective hardware piece.
Contrary to that, the communication standard induces maxi-
mum processing/communication times allowed each sample
by a defined required throughput. By using these timestspec

in the Equations (1) and (2) instead of the timestproc and
tcomm, it is possible to get the maximum allowed periods
tmax,spec(PEm) and tmax,spec(CAj). The utilization are
then given by

U(PEm) =
tmax(PEm)

tmax,spec(PEm)

U(CAj) =
tmax(CAj)

tmax,spec(CAj)

Thus, implementing a new waveform application onto a
given SDR hardware platform becomes feasible when the
constraintsU(PEm) < 1 andU(CAj) < 1 are fulfilled.

At the early design stage, before any simulation or im-
plementation is available, the input data for such an analysis
will probably be based on qualitative or limited quantitative
estimations (e.g. orders of magnitude). However, even with



these estimations, it is possible to find bottlenecks or over-
dimensioned pieces of hardware with these analyses. The
resulting information helps the developer or even an auto-
mated tool flow to drive the optimization loop for finding a
suitable mapping.

4. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

In this paper we propose an analysis methodology for map-
ping a given waveform application onto an SDR HW plat-
form. The main contribution lies in a depth analysis of the in-
formation/parameters necessary for the analysis of the map-
ping. Key element of the proposed analysis is the reduction
of the complex mapping problem down to modeling primi-
tives for which performance predictions get feasible.

In the future we will incorporate this analysis methodol-
ogy into our complete seamless SDR development concept.
We will evaluate the analyzed effects by a sound case study,
like e.g. an implementation of the MIL-STD-188-110B stan-
dard onto an SDR HW platform. Herein we will focus on de-
termining the magnitudes of these occurring effects to iden-
tify their impacts onto the overall radios performance.

Additionally we will investigate the non-deterministic
effects of the mapping process, like e.g. the occurring
data dependency and the identified overhead times due to
scheduling and contentions on the communication architec-
tures. Herein we will explore the possible analogy of these
effects with effects known from the queuing theory.
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